NuMED Covered Cheatham-Platinum Stent™ for the treatment or prevention of right ventricular outflow tract conduit disruption during transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement.
Retrospectively assess the frequency of right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) conduit disruption during transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement (TPVR) and the effectiveness and safety of NuMED Covered Cheatham-Platinum Stents™ (CCPS) for its prevention or treatment. There have been no published reports to date describing the safety and effectiveness of covered stents to prevent or treat RVOT conduit disruption during TPVR. Data regarding 251 TPVR procedures performed at multiple US investigational sites were retrospectively reviewed to explore the incidence and potential predictors of conduit disruption. In addition, data on the use of 69 CCPS implanted in 50 patients during TPVR was reviewed. The overall incidence of conduit disruption requiring intervention was 6%. The only predictor identified was a very elevated RVOT conduit systolic pressure gradient. A pre-existing conduit tear was present in nine, while 31 developed tears after conduit dilation and three, after TPVR. The CCPS was used prophylactically in seven. Conduit tears were prevented or repaired in 49/50 patients. No CCPS-related acute complications were reported. At 6-month follow-up, no patient had more than mild pulmonary regurgitation and the mean Doppler RVOT gradient (12.7 ± 5.8 mm Hg) comparing favorably with that reported in the Melody TPV® IDE trial (20.0 ± 8.6 mm Hg). CCPS implantation can successfully treat RVOT conduit disruption without negative impact on the TPV function. This retrospective analysis suggests high RVOT conduit systolic pressure gradient is a risk factor for conduit tears during TPVR.